
Fatoring Prediate Argument and Sope Semantis:Underspei�ed Semantis with LTAG�Laura Kallmeyer Aravind JoshiUniversity of T�ubingen University of PennsylvaniaAbstratThis paper proposes a ompositional semantis for lexialized tree-adjoining grammar (LTAG). Tree-loal multiomponent derivations allow sep-aration of the semanti ontribution of a lexial item into one omponentontributing to the prediate argument struture and a seond omponentontributing to sope semantis. Based on this idea a syntax-semantis in-terfae is presented where the ompositional semantis depends only on thederivation struture. It is shown that the derivation struture (and indiretlythe loality of derivations) allows an appropriate amount of underspei�a-tion. This is illustrated by investigating underspei�ed representations forquanti�er sope ambiguitites and related phenomena suh as adjunt sopeand island onstraints.1 Introdution: Multiomponent LTAGA LTAG onsists of a �nite set of trees (elementary trees) assoiated with lexialitems and omposition operations of substitution (replaing a leaf with a new tree)and adjoining (replaing an internal node with a new tree). The elementary treesrepresent extended projetions of lexial items and enapsulate syntati/semantiarguments of the lexial anhor. They are minimal in the sense that all and onlythe syntati/semanti arguments are enapsulated and further, all reursion isfatored away. This fatoring of reursion is what leads to the trees being extendedprojetions. The elementary trees of LTAG are therefore said to possess an extendeddomain of loality.In our approah we use a LTAG varient alled multiomponent TAG (MC-TAG).A MC-TAG onsists of elementary sets of trees. The loality of omposition inLTAG is extended to MC-TAG as follows. Basially, when two multiomponenttree sets are ombined, the omponents of one set ombine with only one of theomponents of the other set. This formalism, alled tree-loal MC-TAG, is knownto be equivalent to LTAG, thus the use of MC-TAG does not take us beyond thepower of LTAG. We use tree-loal MC-TAG with at most two omponents in eahset. The key idea is that one of the omponents of a tree set ontributes to theprediate argument aspets of semantis and the other omponent ontributes tothe sope semantis. This allows us to obtain derivation trees that provide the rightkind of underspei�ation for sope semantis.2 Derivation trees and semanti dependeniesLTAG derivations are represented by derivation trees that reord the history of howthe elementary trees are put together. A derived tree is the result of arrying outthe substitutions and adjoinings.(1) John always loves Mary.�This work was done during a visit of Laura Kallmeyer at the Institute for Researh in CognitiveSiene (IRCS), University of Pennsylvania. A longer version of the paper will appear as tehnialreport at IRCS. 1



The elementary trees for (1) are shown in (2) together with the derived tree  andthe derivation tree.  is generated by adding �2 and �3 by substitution in �1 andadjoining � to �1. This is reeted by the derivation tree: An edge to an intitialtree �; �1; : : : stands for a substitution and an edge to an auxiliary tree �; �1; : : : foran adjuntion.
(2) �1 SNP# VPV NP#loves � VPADV VP�always Derived tree :SNP VPJohn ADV VPalways V NPloves Mary�2 NPJohn �3 NPMary �1Derivation tree: �2 �3 �Beause of the loalization of the arguments of a lexial item within elementary treesthe proper way to de�ne ompositional semantis for LTAG is with respet to thederivation tree rather than the derived tree. We assume that eah elementary treeis related to a semanti representation. The derivation tree indiates how to om-bine the semanti representations, where the diretion of a semanti ompositiondepends on the spei� syntati operation: In ase of a substitution an argument isadded to the semanti representation, and when adjoining a tree the new semantirepresentation is applied to the old one. This ontrasts with traditional approaheswhere eah node in the syntati struture is assoiated with a semanti represen-tation. Although this insight has been present from the beginning of the work onLTAG (Shieber & Shabes 1990) a systemati formulation was begun only reentlyby Joshi and Vijay-Shanker (1999). One of their goals was to investigate the role ofunderspei�ation in ompositional semantis; they suggested that LTAG deriva-tion trees provide just the right amount of underspei�ation neessary for sopesemantis. Their disussion was preliminary, however.(3) ��1 ��2 ��3 ��l1 : loves(x1; x2)arg: x1; x2 john(x)arg: { mary(y)arg: { l2 : always(s1)arg: s1(3) shows the semanti representations linked to the elementary trees in (2). Weuse `at' semanti representations (as in, for example, Minimal Reursion SemantisMRS, Copestake et al. 1997) onsisting of a onjuntively interpreted set of formu-las (typed lambda-expressions) and a set of argument variables. The formulas mayhave propositional labels l1; l2; : : :. Roughly, the appliation of one semanti repre-sentation � to another �0 onsists of assigning values (of appropriate type) from �0to some of the arguments in � and then building the union of � and �0. In (3), ��1is applied to ��2 assigning x to x1 and to ��3 assigning y to x2. �� is applied to��1 with l1 assigned to s1. The result is (4):(4) l1 : loves(x; y), john(x), mary(y), l2 : always(l1)arg: {3 Sope information and underspei�ationIn order to desribe underspei�ed representations for sope ambiguities, we adoptideas from Hole Semantis (Bos 1995) and enrih the semanti representations with2



propositional metavariables h1; h2; : : : alled holes. A partial order on holes andpropositional labels desribes the sope struture of a semanti representation. Adisambiguation funtion maps holes to propositional labels in suh a way that thesope onstraints are respeted.(5) Every student loves some ourse.Consider (5) for example. We suppose sope omponents of quanti�ers to be syn-tatially empty, they are auxiliary trees ontaining one single node. (6) showsthe elementary tree set for every, together with the derivation tree for adding thisquanti�er to loves.(6) 8>><>>: �1S� ; �4 NPDet N#every 9>>=>>; Derivation tree: �1�1 �4(7) ��1 l1 : loves(x1; x2)l1 � h1arg: x1; x2 ��1 l2 : every(x; h2; h3)s1 � h3arg: s1 ��4 l3 : p1(x)l3 � h2arg: p1(7) shows the (revised) semanti representations of �1 from (2), �1 and �4. Theonstraints s1 � h3 and l3 � h2 in ��1 and ��4 separate restrition and bodyof every. The auxiliary tree in the tree set of a quanti�er ontributes to sopesemantis: it introdues slots (h2 and h3 in the ase of every) for the sope of thequanti�er, i.e. its restrition and body. The NP part of the tree set ontributesto the prediate-argument semantis: it is inserted as a syntati argument and itontributes (a part of) the restrition of the quanti�er. The argument p1 in ��4stands for the prediate denoted by the noun in the NP that will be added bysubstitution. This separation between sope information and ontribution to theprediate argument struture is partly inspired by Muskens (1998) and Muskens &Krahmer (1998).To make sure that in a substitution step the orresponding argument variables arehosen in the semanti representation, eah substitution node is linked to at leastone argument variable. In (7) the subjet NP of �1 is linked to x1 and the objetNP to x2. The N substitution node in �4 is linked to p1.The derivation tree in (6) indiates that ��1 is applied to ��1 assigning l1 to s1,and ��1 is applied to ��4 assigning x to x1. This leads to (8):(8) l1 : loves(x; x2), l2 : every(x; h2; h3), l3 : p1(x)l1 � h1, l1 � h3, l3 � h2arg: x2; p1Similarly, semanti representations for some are added, where the sope omponentis also adjoined to the root of �1. Adding then student and ourse gives (9):(9) l2 : every(x; h2; h3), l4 : some(y; h4; h5),l1 : loves(x; y), l3 : student(x), l5 : ourse(y)l3 � h2; l1 � h3, l5 � h4; l1 � h5, l1 � h1arg: {With the onstraints in (9), loves(x; y) is in the sope of both quanti�ers, student(x)in the sope of every and ourse(y) in the sope of some. The sope relationbetween every and some is unspei�ed. Thus this approah generates underspei�edrepresentations for sope ambiguities.Sine LTAG parsing is polynomial it follows that the onstrution of the underspe-i�ed representaion in the derivation tree is also omputable in polynomial time.3



4 Adjunt Sope(10) Pat allegedly usually drives a adilla.(10) is an example of adjunt sope taken from Bouma et al. 1998. As pointed outby Bouma et al., in (10) usually must be in the sope of allegedly. Considering onlyases where both adverbs are VP-modi�ers, there are three sope orders: allegedlymust have sope over usually, and the quanti�er a adilla an either have widesope or be between the two adverbs or it an have narrow sope.(11) is a natural elementary representation for VP-modi�ers as usually:(11) � VPADV VP�usually l1 : usually(h1)s � h1arg: sShabes & Shieber (1994) would argue that in (10), both adverbs are adjoined tothe VP-node of drives, i.e. they would prefer multiple adjuntion in this ase. Theypropose to onsider the sope onstraints for (10) as a onsequene of the spei�syntati derivation order. However, one of our underlying assumptions was thatthe ompositional semantis depends only on the derivation tree. In partiular,it should be independent from syntati derivation order. Therefore, ontrary toShabes & Shieber, we assume that for tree sets ontaining single auxiliary trees,multiple adjuntions of several suh trees at one and the same node are not allowed.The di�erene between adverbs modifying the whole VP and adverbs modifying onlyan embedded adverb is aounted for by adjoining in the �rst ase at the VP-nodeand in the seond ase at the node with label ADV (with a di�erent semantirepresentation). The restrition that several adverbial modi�ers annot be adjoinedat the same node reets our assumption that operators adjoined at the same nodeshould be equivalent with respet to their soping possibilities.In the preeding setion we have seen that we need multiple adjuntion at singlenodes sine the sope parts of the quanti�ers in (5) were adjoined to the same node.These sope omponents are lexially empty and in this ase multiple adjoining doesnot inrease the generative power of the grammar. However, if tree-loal multiom-ponent derivations are ombined with an unrestrited use of multiple adjuntions,the power of the formalism is beyond LTAG. Thus our restrition of not allowingmultiple adjuntions at the same node in the ase of adverbs is formally motivatedalso and not just from the linguisti onsiderations.If multiple adjuntion at the VP-node of drives is not allowed in (10), the onlypossible derivation is to adjoin usually to the VP-node of drives, and then to adjoinallegedly to usually. With this derivation, the desired restrition is obtained sinethe argument of allegedly is the label of usually(h1).5 Island onstraintsIsland onstraints for quanti�er sope hold independently from spei� quanti�ers.In partiular relative lauses are widely aepted to be islands for quanti�er sopein the sense that quanti�ers inside relative lauses annot outsope the quanti�er ofthe relativized NP (see Rodman 1976, Reyle 1993, Muskens 1995, Kallmeyer 1999).(12) a. Every representative of most of the ompanies saw this sample.b. Every person who represents most of the ompanies saw this sample.In (12)a. most of the ompanies an have wide sope, whereas in (12)b., wide sopeof the embedded quanti�er most of the ompanies is not possible. The relativelause in (12)b. is an island for quanti�er sope.4



We laim that the di�erene between (12)a. and (12)b. follows from di�erent kinds ofderivations: In (12)a., the tree anhored by representative and of is an initial tree,whereas the relative lause tree with anhor represents in (12)b. is an auxiliarytree. This suggests that auxiliary trees onstitute island whereas initial trees donot. In the dependeny struture expressed by a derivation tree, auxiliary treesalso mark some kind of islands in the following sense: Suppose that the edges in aderivation tree are direted from prediates to arguments. For substitutions we havedownwards dependenies whereas for adjuntions we have upwards dependenies.Then, with an auxiliary tree the hain of downwards dependenies is interrupted anda new dependeny tree begins. This observation suggests that islands follow not justfrom a tehnial di�erene between two tree operations but rather that quanti�ersan rise to higher trees in the derivation struture as long as there is a downwardsdependeny relation. Based on this observation, island onstraints an be read o�the derivation struture as follows: Let the top of a semanti representation bede�ned as its topmost element with respet to subordination. (Subordination is thesope order given by the formulas and onstraints in a semanti representation.) Onthe one hand, everything inside an auxiliary tree is \bloked" by the next highertree: the top of the semanti representation �� of an auxiliary � must be below thetop of the semanti representation of the tree to whih � is adjoined. On the otherhand, as long as there are only arguments added by substitution below an auxiliary�, everything inside these arguments an rise up to the top of �� , i.e. the tops ofthese arguments must be below the top of �� .(13) l1 : saw(x; x2), l2 : every(x; h2; h3), l3 : person(x)l1 � h1, l1 � h3, l3 � h2, l2 � h1,arg: x2We will illustrate this by showing a part of the analysis of (12)b. (13) is obtainedby ombinig the semanti representations for saw, every and person. Here l2 � h1is an additional island onstraint that has no e�et in this ase sine every is addedto the matrix lause. Next, the relative lause is adjoined to the NP-node taking xas an argument. After adding the semanti representations for represents and thenfor who, (14) is obtained, where h4 � h2 is an additional island onstraint.(14) l1 : saw(x; x2), l2 : every(x; h2; h3), l3 : person(x), l4 : represents(x; x3)l1 � h1, l1 � h3, l3 � h2, l4 � h4, l2 � h1, h4 � h2arg: x2; x3Adding the quanti�er most to represents gives (15). Here l5 � h4 and h4 � h2ensure that most (label l5) is in the restrition (and therefore the sope) of every.(15) l1 : saw(x; x2), l2 : every(x; h2; h3), l3 : person(x),l4 : represents(x; y), l5 : most(y; h5; h6), l6 : p1(y)l1 � h1, l1 � h3, l3 � h2, l4 � h4, l4 � h6, l6 � h5l2 � h1, h4 � h2, l5 � h4, h6 � h4arg: x2; p1Note that the loality of the TAG is responsible for the fat that quanti�er sopetrees inside a relative lause annot be adjoined to the matrix lause. So the loalityof the grammar together with the island onstraints read o� the derivation treeprovide just the amount of underspei�ation needed for quanti�er sope.5



6 Related workAmong reent approahes to underspei�ed semantis, in partiular Muskens &Krahmer (1998) and Kallmeyer (1999) are losely related to our work. Both pro-posals also separate sope information from prediate argument semantis. Muskensand Krahmer however do not adopt any loality onstraint and therefore their useof underspei�ation is too general. Kallmeyer uses tree desriptions and makesuse of the loality of TAGs. But in order to ontrol the amount of underspei�a-tion that omes with the use of desriptions, rather omplex formal de�nitions areneessary. This problem is avoided in our approah where syntati strutures arerepresented by trees and underspei�ation is used only in a very limited way forsope relations between propositional formulas.7 ConlusionIn this paper, we have presented a ompositional semantis for LTAG based on theidea of fatoring prediate argument and sope semantis. The framework proposedhere provides just the right amount of underspei�ation adequate for the analysisof sope ambiguities.ReferenesBos, J.: 1995, Prediate logi unplugged, in P. Dekker and M. Stokhof (eds), Pro-eedings of the 10th Amsterdam Colloquium, pp. 133{142.Bouma, G., Malouf, R. & Sag, I.: 1998, Adjunt Sope. Workshop Models ofUnderspei�ation and the Representation of Meaning, May 1998, Bad Teinah.Copestake, A., Flikinger, D. & Sag, I. A.: 1997, Minimal Reursion Semantis. AnIntrodution. Manusript, Stanford University.Joshi, A. K. & Vijay-Shanker, K.: 1999, Compositional Semantis with LexializedTree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG): How Muh Underspei�ation is Neessary?,in H. C. Blunt and E. G. C. Thijsse (eds), Proeedings ot the Third InternationalWorkshop on Computational Semantis (IWCS-3), Tilburg, pp. 131{145.Kallmeyer, L.: 1999, Synhronous Loal TDGs and Sope Ambiguities, inG. Bouma, E. W. Hinrihs, G.-J. Kruij� and R. T. Oehrle (eds), Constraintsand Resoures in Natural Language Syntax and Semantis, CSLI, pp. 245 { 262.Muskens, R.: 1995, Order-independene and underspei�ation, in J. Groenendijk(ed.), Ellipsis, Underspei�ation, Events and More in Dynami Semantis,DYANA Report R2.2.C.Muskens, R.: 1998, Underspei�ed semantis. Workshop Models of Underspei�a-tion and the Representation of Meaning, May 1998, Bad Teinah.Muskens, R. & Krahmer, E.: 1998, Desription Theory, LTAGs and Underspei-�ed Semantis, Fourth International Workshop on Tree Adjoining Grammars andRelated Frameworks, IRCS Report 98{12, University of Pennsylvania.Reyle, U.: 1993, Dealing with ambiguities by underspei�ation: Constrution,representation and dedution, Journal of Semantis 10, 123{179.Rodman, R.: 1976, Sope phenomena, \movement transformations", and relativelauses, in B. H. Partee (ed.), Montague Grammar, Aademi Press, pp. 165{176.Shabes, Y. & Shieber, S. M.: 1994, An Alternative Coneption of Tree-AdjoiningDerivation, Computational Linguistis 20(1), 91{124.Shieber, S. M. & Shabes, Y.: 1990, Synhronous Tree-Adjoining Grammars, Pro-eedings of COLING, pp. 253{258. 6


